Abstract-The hemispheric representation of auditory functions mediating the perception of harmony in music was investigated in two split-brain patients using a musical chord priming task . Previous experiments in normal subjects had demonstrated that the harmonic context established by a prime chord influences the accuracy of target chord intonation judgements . Only the right hemisphere of each callosotomy patient manifested the normal interaction between harmonic relatedness and intonation . The results raise the possibility that associative auditory functions which generate expectancies for harmonic progression in music are lateralized within the right hemisphere .
INTRODUCTION
ATTEMPTS TO lateralize musical functions to one or the other cerebral hemisphere by examining brain-damaged patients have yielded conflicting results (for reviews see [9, 19, 52, 66] ). While the influences of many methodological and patient variables hamper a cohesive formulation of left-right differences, the literature indicates that a number of cognitive, perceptual, and motor subsystems contribute to musical experience, and that the sum of these is represented bilaterally in the brain . The left-right distribution of auditory functions mediating music perception may be organized in relation to psychoacoustic features of musical stimuli (e .g . spectral vs temporal), the experience, aptitude, or language lateralization of the listener, and/or broad dichotomies of perceptual organization (e .g . discriminative vs associative, analytic vs holistic) . These issues bear upon the more general problem of hemispheric specialization for modality-specific functions lying outside the verbal domain .
Lesion studies in the cat [15, 65] and monkey [16, 30, 57] have demonstrated that certain aspects of spectral pattern perception rely on the integrity of auditory cortex . In man, studies of temporal lobeetomy populations [39, 67] , stroke populations [17, 54] , and callosotomy patients [52, 53, 61, 62] suggest that fine-grained discriminative functions mediating the perception of complex tonal spectra-particularly spectra without cognitive referents in the verbal domain-are lateralized within the right auditory cortex .
The present split-brain experiments examine the degree to which cognitive representations of structural regularities in musical harmony arc lateralized in the cerebral hemispheres . The perception of harmony in musical contexts relies on the capacity of the auditory system to analyze patterns in the pitch relationships among simultaneous components of individual 313
